
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLORADO

Civil Action No.:  10-cv-03135-RPM

TIMOTHY P. FOX,

Plaintiff,

v.

MORREALE HOTELS, LLC., a Colorado limited liability company, and
SKETCH RESTAURANT, LLC d/b/a EL DIABLO, a Colorado limited liability company, 

Defendants.
______________________________________________________________________________

PLAINTIFF’S MOTION TO COMPEL DISCOVERY RESPONSES
______________________________________________________________________________

Plaintiff, by and through undersigned counsel, hereby submits this Motion to Compel 

Discovery Responses (“Motion”) pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 37 and to determine the sufficiency

of Defendant’ responses to Plaintiff’s requests for admission pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 36(a)(6),

and as grounds therefor states the following:

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE WITH D.C.COLOLCivR 7.1(A) AND FED. R. CIV.
P. 37(a)(1)

Undersigned counsel certifies that he has conferred with and attempted to resolve the

issues raised in this motion as set forth in this certificate and the attached Declaration of Kevin

W. Williams (“Williams Decl.”).  Undersigned counsel received Defendants’ Responses to

Plaintiff’s First Set of Discovery Requests (“Responses”) and Defendants’ Motion for Protective

Order [doc # 28] late in the evening on May 13.  See Williams Dec. ¶ 6 & Ex. A.  On May 17,

2011, undersigned counsel sent a letter to Defendants’ counsel requesting that counsel produce
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all documents identified in the Responses that Defendants stated they “will produce” despite the

motion for protective order.  Id. ¶ 7 & Ex. B.  Defendants’ counsel responded by letter dated

May 17, 2011, requesting Plaintiff also agree to a Stipulation for and Order Protecting

Confidential Material – separate and apart from their pending Motion for Protective Order.  Id. ¶

8& Ex. C.  On May 18, 2011, undersigned counsel e-mailed Defendants’ counsel again

requesting to review all documents that Defendants identified in their responses.   Id. ¶ 9 & Ex.

D.  In this message, undersigned counsel identified each discovery request and response at issue. 

Id.  

On May 19, 2011, undersigned counsel e-mailed Defendants’ counsel regarding the

proposed confidentiality order and again inquired when Defendants would produce the

documents identified in the responses not subject to the Motion for Protective Order.  Id. ¶ 10 &

Ex. E.  In that e-mail, undersigned counsel offered to come by Defendants’ counsel’s offices to

review the documents or retrieve a disk.  Id.  Also on May 19, 2011, undersigned counsel called

Phil Gordon, counsel for the Defendants, to confer about these discovery issues.  Id. ¶ 11. 

Counsel for the parties agreed to the language of the proposed Confidentiality Order, which was

then made an Order of this Court on May 20, 2011 (doc. # 37); Defendants’ counsel agreed ro

produce in electronic format the documents “next week.”  Id ¶ 11.1  Undersigned counsel

followed up by sending a letter on May 19 after the call with counsel.  Id. ¶ 12 & Ex. F.

1  See also Scheduling Order ¶5(f), “The parties agree to exchange all documents,
including correspondence and discovery documents, electronically bye-mail when practicable or
by disk, if e-mail is not practicable where documents are available in electronic format. In some
instances, to the extent the parties agree, documents may be exchanged in hard copy format.” 
This provision was inserted by the parties to permit to smooth exchange of documents.  
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On May 24, 2011, undersigned counsel sent another follow up letter requesting the

documents Defendants agreed to produce. Id. ¶ 12 & Ex. G.  

Defendants’ have not produced responsive documents.  On May 25, 2011, undersigned

counsel received an e-mail message from Defendants’ counsel, Jack Patton, claiming to be

responsive to discovery requests.  Mr. Patton provided undersigned counsel with  two allegedly

responsive documents attached and “amended responses” to Plaintiff’s document requests 6 and

7.2   According to Mr. Patton’s e-mail, “Morreale Hotels bates-labeled document MH 000001 is

responsive to request for production of documents numbers 1 and 8. Morreale Hotels

bates-labeled documents MH 000002-26 is [sic] responsive to request [sic] for production of

documents numbers 1, 2 and 8.”  Although previously Defendants had agreed to turn over

documents responsive to requests 6 and 7, the newly “Amended Responses” regarding requests 6

and 7 now say, “Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants state that

after further investigation, they have no non-privileged documents in their possession, custody or

control that are responsive to th[ese] request[s].”

On May 27, 2011, Defendants’ counsel e-mailed undersigned counsel thirty-three pages

of e-mail messages between and among Plaintiff Fox, Jesse Morreale, El Diablo employees, and

Ed Neuberg, the Director for the Denver Office of Disability Rights.  These documents, like the

purported “lease” (MH 2-27), contains unexplained redactions.  Id. ¶ 18 & Ex. L.  Defendants’

counsel claims these redacted e-mail messages are responsive to document request 3.  Most of

2  (1) Mr. Patton’s e-mail is attached at Id. ¶ 25 & Ex. H; (2)  The “seating policy” is
attached at Id. ¶ 15 & Ex. I; (3) the draft, unsigned, undated, redacted “lease” is attached at Id. ¶
16 & Ex. J; and (4) the “Amended Responses” are attached at Id. ¶ 17.
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these e-mail messages had been produced by Plaintiff to Defendants’ counsel on March 24,

2011, when Plaintiff’s counsel provided Defendants with his Rule 26(a)(1"0 disclosures and all

referenced documents on a disk.  Defendants’ counsel have stated Defendants would not be

producing additional documents.  “With the production of these documents, I believe this

addresses your correspondence dated May 24, 2011.”

Even the three sets of documents provided (all of the discovery provided to date),

constituting fifty-nine total pages, fall far short of meeting the requirements of the federal

discovery rules.  For example, MH00002-26, the purported “lease,” appears to be a draft and is

not a final contract.3  The document does not identify the tenant, it unsigned and undated and has

unexplained redactions.  Likewise, the e-mail collection, MH000027-59, has redactions such as

“REDACTED - NONRESPONSIVE.”  See. e.g., MH000027.  Furthermore, as described in

detail below, the long list of what has not been turned over is more troubling.  As an example, in

Defendants’ initial disclosures, they identified the following as documents supporting their

defenses as set forth in Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(1)(A)(ii): “Those portions of the architectural

drawings/plans concerning alterations to the space in which El Diablo restaurant is located

pertinent to demonstrating defendants’ compliance with the applicable section of the ADA

Accessibility Guidelines related to seating.”  See Ex. N to Williams Dec. at p. 3 § III.1. 

3  On June 2, 2011, Defendants’ counsel raised the argument that the draft purported lease
is “Confidential” and should be filed under seal.  “The burden shall be on the Designating Party
to prove, when and if challenged, that such Discovery Material contains non-public, proprietary,
commercially sensitive, competitively sensitive, trade secret or personal information that
requires the protections provided in this Order.”  Confidentiality Order [doc. # 37, entered May
20, 2011].  A draft, unsigned lease that does not identify the tenant party is hardly entitled to
confidential protection.

4
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Defendants have failed to turn over these documents despite a specific subsequent discovery

request addressing all documents identified in disclosures or in discovery responses. 

Defendants’ counsel p0rovides no explanation for not turning these documents over.  Document

request 8 -- to which Defendants object and refuse to respond -- asks for “All documents

identified in Defendants' Rule 26(a)(1) disclosures and any documents responsive to any

discovery request, including any documents identified in response to any interrogatory and/or

reviewed, referenced or consulted by Defendants in responding to any discovery request.”  At

the time of this Motion, Defendant has made clear it won’t turn over documents even if it

identifies them as those it needs to support its defenses.

On May 28, 2011, Plaintiff submitted his response to Defendants’ Motion for Protective

Order [doc. # 38].  For the reasons stated in the response, Defendants have no grounds for

withholding any of the discovery in this case.  Undersigned counsel had conferred with

Defendants’ counsel on numerous occasions prior to Defendants filing that motion, explaining

why Defendants theory of the “controlling law” in this case is incorrect.

On May 31, 2011, undersigned counsel e-mailed a copy of this Motion to Defendants’

counsel and explained the Motion would be filed on or before June 1, 2011 unless Defendants

(1) withdrew the motion for protective order; (2)  provided all answers to all discovery requests

before June 1 and (3) agreed in writing to make reasonable arrangements to get all responsive

documents to counsel as soon as possible.  Williams Dec. ¶ 21 & Ex. O.  Defendants’ counsel

responding stating Defendants would not withdraw the Motion for Protective Order. 

Plaintiff served his Second Set of Discovery Requests on April 13, 2011.  Defendants

5
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served their responses on May 31, 2011.  Id ¶ 23 & Ex. P.  Defendants continue to withhold

discovery for improper reasons, including their inaccurate view of the controlling law in this

case.

For the reasons set forth above and in Defendants’ Motion for Protective Order,

Defendants oppose this Motion.

DEFENDANTS’ SPECIFIC INSUFFICIENT DISCOVERY RESPONSES AND
OBJECTIONS

Pursuant to D.C.COLOLCivR. 37.1:  A motion under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 or 37 directed to

an interrogatory, request, or response under Fed. R. Civ. P. 33 or 34 shall either set forth in the

text of the motion the specific interrogatory, request, or response to which the motion is directed,

or an exhibit that contains the interrogatory, request, or response shall be attached.

Set forth below are the specific discovery requests, objections and responses to which

Plaintiff directs this Motion.  In addition, on May 13, 2011, Defendants filed their Motion for

Protective Order (doc. # 28), requesting this Court order that Defendants not be required to

respond to a majority of Plaintiff’s discovery requests.  Plaintiff responded to that motion on

May 28, 2011 (doc. # 38) and that motion remains pending before this Court.  In Plaintiff’s

response to that motion, Plaintiff explained why the motion should be denied in its entirety and

why this Court should order Defendants to provide the requested discovery.  There is some

overlap between this Motion and the discovery requests at issue in the pending motion for

protective order.  This will be noted below.

INTERROGATORY 1:  Identify all means by which Defendants have
ensured or steps Defendants have taken to ensure the Restaurant Space

6
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complies with the ADA and/or provides accessibility to individuals who use
wheelchairs and any documents demonstrating Defendants efforts to comply
with the ADA, including without limitation, identifying Defendants'
principals, employees and/or agents involved in ensuring compliance with the
ADA.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence insofar as it seeks information
related to elements of El Diablo that are not at issue in this case as well as for
the reasons set forth in Defendants' Motion For Protective Order, dated May
13, 2011. Defendants also object to this Interrogatory on grounds that it
seeks information protected from discovery by the attorney-client privilege
and the attorney work-product doctrine. Defendants further object to this
Interrogatory on grounds that it calls for a legal conclusion with respect to
the question whether a particular action or step "ensures" compliance with
the ADA.

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objection's, Defendants
state as follows:  The restaurant's design provides more than the required
accessibility for individuals who use wheelchairs. The restaurant's interior
dining area covers 3,390 square feet. The vast majority of this area,
approximately 2,550 square feet, is at street level. A small portion of the
dining area on the north and the south side of the restaurant, totaling
approximately 840 square feet, is slightly elevated. Each of these seating
areas is approximately one foot of the ground and can be accessed by one
step. The street-level floor and the slightly elevated floor are part of a single,
fully integrated space. The services and decor in this integrated space are
identical. The staff is identical; the food and beverage options are identical;
and the visual, auditory and kinesthetic experience are identical. This single
integrated space is open to the general public, including those who use
wheelchairs, for dining. El Diablo does not restrict any portion of the
restaurant to use by people with disabilities.  The street level of the
restaurant includes a bar, a fixed counter at which patrons sit on stools - or
simply linger near - and several movable tables. The movable tables are in
the same area (within 15 feet or less) of the bar and the fixed counter.
Patrons in wheelchairs have dined at the movable tables without any
difficulty (as well as in the restaurant's bar and patio seating areas).  El
Diablo offers outdoor patio seating year-round to all patrons, including those
who are mobility-impaired. The restaurant spent significant additional
money to install a wheelchair accessible gate and purchase

7
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wheelchair-accessible furniture. El Diablo configures the patio seating area
to maximize accessibility for mobility-impaired patrons. Because safety and
accessibility are particularly important to the restaurant's owner, El Diablo -
on its own initiative and at its own expense - obtained a variance to Denver's
right-of-way ordinance to ensure the patio aisle would be wide enough to
accommodate mobility-impaired patrons.  Since El Diablo opened for
business, it has been the restaurant's practice to give mobility-impaired
patrons priority access to any portion of the restaurant. That practice has
since been embodied in a formal written policy.  Under that policy,
mobility-impaired patrons of EI Diablo have priority seating rights at all
locations of the restaurant if such locations are not already occupied. If those
locations are occupied, mobility-impaired patrons are seated at those
locations as soon as they next become available, even if that means being
seated before other patrons who have been waiting longer for a location.  EI
Diablo's seating policy also provides that restaurant staff may change the
typical floor plan of the restaurant to accommodate larger parties that might
include mobility-impaired patrons. This accommodation does not differ from
that given to larger parties that do not include mobility-impaired patrons,
insofar as large parties are not a set configuration of the restaurant. 
Regardless, mobility-impaired or not, large parties who do not want to wait
are encouraged to make reservations in advance of their visit.  Defendants'
principal, Jesse Morreale, was involved in making sure that EI Diablo would
be accessible to the restaurant's mobility-impaired patrons.

This interrogatory is also subject to Defendants’ pending Motion for Protective Order. 

Defendants request this Court order no response is required.  The requested discovery must be

produced.  Plaintiff claims that nearly all seating in El Diablo is inaccessible to him and others

who use wheelchairs inter alia because the raised seating areas that provide no access, because

the bar is inaccessible and because there are high top tables with bar stools throughout the

restaurant, none of which is accessible to customers who use wheelchairs.  All seating areas are

at issue.  Clearly, what efforts Defendants took to ensure compliance is reasonably calculated to

the discovery of admissible evidence of whether El Diablo complies.  

Plaintiff claims Defendant built in inaccessible areas of the restaurant that did not exist

8
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before in violation of 42 U.S.C. § 12183(a)(1)(2), 28 C.F.R. § 36.402, and 28 C.F.R., pt. 36, app.

D (“ADAAG”) § 4.1.6.  Plaintiff also claims Defendants operate the restaurant in a way that

denies individuals who use wheelchairs “full and equal enjoyment” of the restaurant in violation

of 42 U.S.C. § 12182(a).

In addition, the Interrogatory requests identification of all individuals who were involved

in ensuring  accessibility and compliance with the ADA. and identification of any related

documents. Clearly this information is discoverable and would include all Defendants'

employees, architects, contractors, etc. involved in the renovation process.  It would also include,

it would seem, individuals identified in Defendants’ other responses, e.g., the response to

Interrogatory 3.  In moving forward with discovery and preparing for depositions, Plaintiff

should not have to guess at what persons might be responsive.  Defendants are required to

provide this information.

Finally, the rather long and convoluted answer given is not responsive.  The square

footage of the parts of the restaurant has nothing to do with whether the restaurant is accessible

or whether high tables impede seating access.  Also, Defendants need to produce what

documents they relied upon in answering.  The response, although very descriptive, does not

provide or identify the documents Defendants relied upon in answering.  Identification of the

documents is called for in the Interrogatory, and production of the documents is required in

response to Document Request 8.

INTERROGATORY 2:  Identify facts that support your assertion
that "wheelchair-bound" patrons have "dined in the raised seating areas at
issue" as set forth in Defendants' Answers, including without limitation

9
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identifying all individuals who witnessed such persons accessing, getting to
and/or leaving from the raised seating areas at issue.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the ground
that it is unduly burdensome insofar as it requests that Defendants identify
"all" individuals who witnessed a wheelchair bound patron accessing, getting
to and/or leaving the Raised Seating Area. Defendants can not possibly know
whether a particular person witnessed, or did not witness, such conduct
occurred.  Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections,
Defendants state as follows:

More than one patron who is wheelchair bound has dined in the
Raised Seating Areas since alterations have been made to the space in which
EI Diablo restaurant is located. Individuals who have witnessed this
occurrence include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following: Jesse
Morreale, Sean Yontz, and Lauli Cusimano. Mr. Yontz and Ms. Cusimano
are restaurant employees and can be contacted through Defendants' counsel.

Defendants raised this issue in their answer, making the information requested

discoverable.  As such, they must have information regarding the approximate dates and times

the alleged incidents occurred, how many times such persons in wheelchairs were hoisted up the

step, if the person using the chair might actually be able to walk, how the patrons allegedly

ascended and descended from the raised seating areas, and the identities of such individual or

individuals themselves.  This response is incomplete.

INTERROGATORY 3:  Identify each and every person with whom
you communicated regarding compliance with the ADA for individuals who
use wheelchairs regarding the Alteration of the Restaurant Space.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the ground
that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence insofar as it seeks information
related to elements of EI Diablo that are not at issue in this case as well as for
the reasons set forth in Defendants' Motion For Protective Order, dated May
13, 2011. Defendants also object to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it
seeks information protected from discovery by the attorney-client privilege

10
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and the attorney work-product doctrine.

Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants
state as follows: Joseph Montalbano, Studiotrope, LLC, 2942 Welton Street,
Denver, CO 80205, (303) 731-2920. Ed Neuberg, The Denver Office of
Disability Rights, 201 West Colfax, Denver, CO 80202, 720913-8480. Various
representatives of City & County of Denver Community Planning and
Development whose names are not currently known.

With whom Defendants communicated regarding accessibility of El Diablo is reasonably

calculated to the discovery of admissible evidence regarding Plaintiffs’ claims.  Defendants must

identify or make reasonable efforts to identify which employees and representatives

communicated with which individuals, the identities of all representatives of City & County of

Denver Community Planning with whom Defendants communicated, the form of communication

and the date of the communication.  This response is incomplete.

INTERROGATORY 6:  Is your response to each request for
admission served with these and all of Plaintiffs' discovery requests an
unqualified admission? If not, for each response that is not an unqualified
admission:

a. state the number of the request;
b. state all facts upon which you base your response;
c. state the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of all Persons
who have knowledge of those facts; and
d. identify all Documents and other tangible things that support your
response and state the name, address, and telephone number of the
Person who has each Document or thing.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on the grounds
that it seeks information protected from discovery by the attorney-client
privilege and the attorney work-product doctrine.  Defendants further object
to this Interrogatory on the grounds that it constitutes multiple
interrogatories, because each response to a request for admission is factually
and legally distinct from the other. Subject to and without waiving the
foregoing objections, defendants state as follows: Defendants will not admit
or deny Request for Admission Nos. 4, 5, or 14 on the grounds that they are

11
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overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence for the reasons set forth in Defendants'
Motion For Protective  Order, dated May 13,2011.

By failing to answer the above questions with respect to Requests for Admissions 4, 5

and 15, Defendants are in violation of Fed. R. Civ. P. 36(4) & (5).  Plaintiff requests this Court,

pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 36(a)(6), to determine the sufficiency of Defendants’ answers.  These

requests for admissions should be deemed admitted.  This response is incomplete.

INTERROGATORY 7: Identify the total number of dining area
tables and chairs and/or stools available to customers at EI Diablo, including
without limitation, the number of dining area tables and chairs available at
each of the following areas: (1) the Raised Seating Areas; (2) the Bar Area;
(3) the Fixed Seating Areas, and (4) any other dining area not referenced.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on grounds that
it is overbroad, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence for the reasons set forth in Defendants'
Motion For Protective Order, dated May 13,2011.

Plaintiff claims that Defendants have altered and operate El Diablo so that there are

virtually no seating options available for customers who, like Plaintiff Fox, use wheelchairs. 

The answers to this interrogatory form the basis of Plaintiff’s claim.  Undersigned counsel has

requested, but Defendants’ counsel has refused, to allow Plaintiff an informal inspection of the

restaurant during which counsel could simply count, measure and photograph the various seating

types.  This response is evasive and incomplete.

INTERROGATORY 8:  Identify all plans, photographs, diagrams
and other documents depicting the interior of EI Diablo prior to the
renovations leading to its opening as a restaurant in 2010.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on grounds that
it is overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to

12
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the discovery of admissible evidence insofar as it seeks information related to
elements of EI Diablo that are not at issue in this case as well as for the
reasons set forth in Defendants' Motion For Protective Order, dated May 13,
2011.

Plaintiff’s claims center on whether alterations made to the restaurant with respect to all

areas of the restaurant was done to the maximum extent feasible to ensure the restaurant and

each altered area is readily accessible to and usable by individuals who use wheelchairs.  See 42

U.S.C. § 12183(a)(2); ADAAG § 4.1.6(a).  The requested information is specifically tailored to

determine what existed prior to Defendants’ alterations so it is clear what Defendants altered and

how.  Nothing could be more relevant to Plaintiff’s claims.  

As noted in Plaintiff’s Response to Defendants’ Motion for Protective Order, even if

Defendants’ inaccurate theory of the applicable legal standard was correct, Plaintiff would still

be entitled to the requested discovery with respect to the bar area, the raised seating area and any

area where the restaurant has located allegedly accessible tables.

Defendants’ response is evasive and incomplete.

INTERROGATORY 9:  Identify all persons involved in the
renovation of EI Diablo leading to its opening as a restaurant in 2010,
including without limitation contractors and architects. 

INTERROGATORY 10:  For each person identified in response to
Interrogatory 9, state whether you have any contractual or other relationship
with such person, and if so, identify all documents related to such
relationship.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on grounds that
it is overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence insofar as it seeks information related to
elements of EI Diablo that are not at issue in this case as well as for the
reasons set forth in Defendants' Motion For Protective Order, dated May 13,

13
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2011. Defendants further object to this Interrogatory because the phrase
"people involved in the renovation" is vague and ambiguous and could
include numerous people, such as individuals who worked on the renovation
of elements of EI Diablo that are not at issue in this case.  Defendants further
object to this Interrogatory as premature insofar as Defendants have not yet
chosen to designate any non-parties at fault.

This lawsuit is about a failure to alter the restaurant in compliance with the ADA.  The

identities of those involved directly in the renovation clearly may have information about how

and why the alterations were done in the way they were.  It hardly seems burdensome to identify

(per Plaintiff’s instructions in the discovery requests) Defendants’ representatives who had

authority over the renovation.  The only one person disclosed so far is Jesse Morreale. 

Defendants can and should under Rule 26(a) disclose the identities of any architects, designers,

contractors or restaurant planners and employees responsible for the renovations.  

This response is evasive and incomplete.

INTERROGATORY 11:  Identify all “good faith efforts” You made
to try to resolve these issues before the lawsuit was filed.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on grounds that
it is overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence insofar as it seeks information related to
elements of El Diablo that are not at issue in this case as well as for the
reasons set forth in Defendants’ Motion for Protective Order, dated May 13,
2011.  Defendants further object to this Interrogatory because the phrase
“good faith efforts” is vague and ambiguous insofar as it is undefined.
Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants state as
follows: Defendants incorporate by reference herein their response, dated
May 13, 2011, to Interrogatory No. 1 in Plaintiff’s First Set Of Discovery
Requests Directed To Defendants Morreale Hotels, LLC and Sketch
Restaurant LLC. See also documents produced by defendants in response to
Request For Production No. 3.

Defendants’ objection based on its Motion for Protective Order must be overruled.  Even

14
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if Defendants’ theory of the controlling law was correct, a response to this interrogatory is not

objectionable.  Both Defendants’ Fourth Affirmative Defenses state, “Plaintiff’s claims are

barred because Defendant has demonstrated good faith efforts to identify and make reasonable

accommodations to Plaintiff.”  Plaintiff is entitled to all evidence Defendants have supporting

their defenses, and Defendants’ cannot object that a term is vague when that term forms the basis

of their defense.  Defendants’ response to Interrogatory 1 is evasive and non-responsive as

explained above.  

12. Identify all parties who you contend may be wholly or partially
responsible for the relief sought by Plaintiff, and for each, state the basis for
your contention.

RESPONSE: Defendants further object to this Interrogatory as
premature and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of
admissible evidence insofar as Defendants have not yet chosen to designate
any non-parties at fault in accordance with applicable law or to implead any
third party. In addition, because discovery is ongoing in this matter,
Defendant does not yet have full knowledge of all of the facts and
circumstances bearing upon whether any other party is wholly or partially
responsible for the relief sought. Defendants further object to this
Interrogatory on grounds that it seeks information protected from discovery
by the attorney-client privilege and/or the attorney work product doctrine.

The Joinder of Parties and Amendment of Pleadings Deadline in this Case is June 6,

2011.  Scheduling Order § 6.a.  Plaintiff is and has been entitled to know what entities, if ant,

Defendants believe bear responsibility for the claims in this case.  Both Defendants have pled as

an affirmative defense “Contractual Indemnity:  Any damages award against Defendant

Morreale Hotels, LLC must be reduced by the amount of contractual indemnity owed to

Defendant Morreale Hotels, LLC by one or more other non-parties to this action.”  Answers,
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Sixth Aff. Def.  Defendants have failed to identify these persons or entities, and, to date, have

failed to provide a single contract or lease identifying the landlord and tenant in this case. 

Williams Dec.¶ & Ex. J.  Defendants have not provided a privilege log.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 1:  All documents identified in, or
relating to, your responses to the above interrogatories.

RESPONSE: Defendants also object to this Interrogatory on grounds
that it seeks information protected from discovery by the attorney-client
privilege and the attorney work-product doctrine. Subject to and without
waiving the foregoing objection, Defendants will produce non-privileged
documents in their possession, custody or control that are responsive to this
Request.

With the exception of M 000001, the “seating policy” sent with Mr. Patton’s March 25 e-

mail, M 00002-26, an unsigned, undated and redacted “lease,” and M 000027-59, an

inappropriately redacted exchange of e-mails among the parties and Ed Neuberg at the Denver

Office of Disability Rights, Defendants have not produced or made available any responsive

documents, including those identified in Defendants’ initial disclosures: “Those portions of the

architectural drawings/plans concerning alterations to the space in  which El Diablo restaurant is

located pertinent to demonstrating defendants’ compliance with the applicable section of the

ADA Accessibility Guidelines related to seating.”  See Williams Dec. ¶ 20 & Ex. N.

All requested documents must be produced.  With respect to the “lease,” an authentic,

signed lease without redactions must be produced.  The e-mail exchange must also be produced

without redactions.

Defendants’ responses are evasive and incomplete.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 2:  All documents constituting the
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current lease between Defendants referenced in paragraph 12 of Defendants'
Answers, and any and all leases between and/or among Defendants and/or
between either and/or both Defendants any other entity with respect to the
Restaurant Space.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Request on grounds that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence to the extent that it seeks any lease other
than the current lease between Defendants. Subject to and without waiving
the foregoing objection, Defendants will produce the current lease between
Defendants.

Defendants have not produced or made available any responsive documents.  M 00002-

26, the unsigned, undated and “redacted” draft document sent with Mr. Patton’s May 25 e-mail

is not a lease and does not even identify the tenant, a party to this lease.  This response is evasive

and incomplete.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 3:  All correspondence between
Defendants and any person, governmental entity and/or business regarding
accessibility of the Restaurant Space for individuals who use wheelchairs,
including without limitation, any correspondence regarding whether the
Restaurant Space provides accessibility to individuals who use wheelchairs
under the ADA, CADA, or any applicable state or local building code.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on grounds that
it is overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence insofar as it seeks information related to
elements of EI Diablo that are not at issue in this case as well as for the
reasons set forth in Defendants' Motion For Protective Order, dated May 13,
2011. Defendants also object to this Interrogatory on grounds that it seeks
information protected from discovery by the attorney-client privilege and the
attorney work-product doctrine. Subject to and without waiving the
foregoing objection, Defendants will produce non-privileged documents in
their possession, custody or control that are responsive to this Request.

Defendants have now provided MH000027-59, but these documents have unexplained

redactions not permitted under the rules of civil procedure.  In these documents, the only
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“governmental entity” identified is the Denver Office of Disability Rights, despite Defendants

having stated they communicated with “[v]arious representatives of City & County of Denver

Community Planning and Development whose names are not currently known.”  The documents

regarding Defendants’ communication with outside entities like the Denver Office of Disability

Rights regarding accessibility or the Denver Building Department are highly probative of

whether they made alterations in compliance with the ADA and/or knew that the alterations did

or did not comply.  There cannot have been many such communications, eliminating the

burdensomeness objection.  Defendants must provided all responsive documents without

redactions. This response is evasive and incomplete.

In addition, since Defendants have now provided MH000027-59, which they claim are

the responsive documents, Defendants should withdraw their Motion for Protective Order.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 4:  All documents showing any
renovations or modifications that were made to the Restaurant Space since
you became the owner of the Restaurant Space, including without limitation,
all plans, diagrams, architectural drawings, blueprints, and photographs.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Interrogatory insofar as it
improperly characterizes Sketch as "the owner of the Restaurant Space."
Defendants also object to this Interrogatory on grounds that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of
admissible evidence insofar as it seeks information related to elements of EI
Diablo that are not at issue in this case as well as for the reasons set forth in
Defendants' Motion For Protective Order, dated May 13,2011.

Part of Plaintiff's claims center on whether alterations made to the restaurant with respect

to all seating areas was done to the maximum extent feasible to ensure the restaurant and each

altered area is readily accessible to and usable by individuals who use wheelchairs.  42 U.S.C. §
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12183(a)(2); 28 C.F.R. § 36.402; ADAAG § 4.1.6.  The requested documents are specifically

tailored to determine what existed prior to Defendants' alterations so it is clear what Defendants

altered and how.  Such documents are relevant to Plaintiff's claims, and this response is evasive

and incomplete.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 5:  All documents showing what
rearrangement in structural components or elements, if any, and/or
mechanical and electrical systems, if any, existed where the Raised Seating
Areas now exist.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on grounds that
is overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence insofar as it seeks information related to
elements of EI Diablo that are not at issue in this case as well as for the
reasons set forth in Defendants' Motion For Protective Order, dated May 13,
2011.

Plaintiff claims Defendants failed to alter the Raised Seating Areas in compliance with 42

U.S.C. § 12183(a)(2); 28 C.F.R. § 36.402; ADAAG § 4.1.6.  Plaintiff will withdraw this request

if, and only if, Defendants agree to abandon their second and third affirmative defenses and any

claim that it was not feasible for Defendants for Defendants to alter the Restaurant Space so that

all seating areas were readily accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities, including

those who use wheelchairs.  Defendants should have produced the requested documents in

connection with their Rule 26(a)(1) disclosures.  This response is evasive and incomplete.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 6:  All documents regarding the
design, construction, and dimensions of the all [sic] Fixed Seating Areas.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Interrogatory on grounds that
it is overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence insofar as it seeks information related to
elements of EI Diablo that are not at issue in this case as well as for the
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reasons set forth in Defendants' Motion For Protective Order, dated May 13,
2011. Defendants also object to this Interrogatory on grounds that it seeks
information protected from discovery by the attorney-client privilege and the
attorney work-product doctrine. Subject to and without waiving the
foregoing objections, Defendants will produce a non-privileged document
reflecting the spacial relationship between the fixed counter/table and the
accessible tables on the main floor of the restaurant.

“AMENDED” RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Interrogatory
on grounds that it is overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence insofar as it seeks
information related to elements of El Diablo that are not at issue in this case
as well as for the reasons set forth in Defendants’ Motion For Protective
Order, dated May 13, 2011. Defendants also object to this Interrogatory on
grounds that it seeks information protected from discovery by the attorney-
client privilege and the attorney work-product doctrine. Subject to and
without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants state that after further
investigation, they have no non-privileged documents in their possession,
custody or control that are responsive to this request. 

Plaintiff’s complaint specifically alleges that Fixed Seating Areas were altered in a way

that makes them inaccessible to customers who use wheelchairs.  The documents sought are

directly relevant to this claim.  Because there are not numerous Fixed Seating Areas throughout

the restaurant, there should be no burden in producing these documents. Defendants once

believed they possessed responsive documents.  Plaintiff now seeks clarification regarding the

Amended Response, whether Defendants are withholding documents solely based on privilege

objections, and whether the Motion for Protective Order will be withdrawn regarding this request

since Defendants claim now not to have any documents.  This response is evasive and

incomplete.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 7:  All documents showing the
height of the counter at the Bar Area.
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RESPONSE: Defendants object to this document request on grounds
that it is unduly burdensome insofar as it seeks production of duplicative
documents. Defendants also object to this Interrogatory on grounds that it
seeks information protected from discovery by the attorney-client privilege
and the attorney work-product doctrine. Subject to and without waiving the
foregoing objections, Defendants will produce a non-privileged documents in
their possession, custody or control that shows the height of the bar.

AMENDED RESPONSE: Defendants object to this document request
on grounds that it is unduly burdensome insofar as it seeks production of
duplicative documents. Defendants also object to this Interrogatory on
grounds that it seeks information protected from discovery by the attorney-
client privilege and the attorney work-product doctrine. Subject to and
without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants state that after further
investigation, they have no non-privileged documents in their possession,
custody or control that are responsive to this request. 

Plaintiff’s complaint specifically alleges that the Bar Area was altered in a way that

makes it inaccessible to customers who use wheelchairs.  The documents sought are directly

relevant to this claim.  Defendants once believed they possessed responsive documents.  Plaintiff

now seeks clarification regarding the Amended Response, whether Defendants are withholding

documents solely based on privilege objections, and whether the Motion for Protective Order

will be withdrawn regarding this request.  This response is evasive and incomplete.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 8:  All documents identified in
Defendants' Rule 26(a)(1) disclosures and any documents responsive to any
discovery request, including any documents identified in response to any
interrogatory and/or reviewed, referenced or consulted by Defendants in
responding to  any discovery request. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Request on grounds that it
seeks information protected from discovery by the attorney-client privilege
and/or attorney work product doctrine. Defendants also object to this
Request to the extent that it is duplicative of Request For Production No.1.
Defendants further object to this Request on grounds that it is overbroad,
unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of
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admissible evidence insofar as it seeks information related to elements of EI
Diablo that are not at issue in this case as well as for the reasons set forth in
Defendants' Motion For Protective Order, dated May 13,2011. Subject to
and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants will produce
non-privileged documents in their possession, custody or control that are
responsive to this Request.

This standard request for production asks for the documents Defendants are required to

turn over under Rule 26. See also grounds for motion to compel regarding Request for

Production 1.  Defendants served their initial disclosures on April 7, 2011.  Defendants never

produced or made available the documents identified.  The first time Plaintiff became aware of

the “seating policy” was when Defendants filed it in connection with their Motion for Protective

Order on May 13.  Despite undersigned counsel’s repeated requests to come by counsel’s office

and pick the documents up on a disk, Defendants still have not turned over “[t]hose portions of

the architectural drawings/plans concerning alterations to the space in which El Diablo restaurant

is located pertinent to demonstrating defendants’ compliance with the applicable section of the

ADA Accessibility Guidelines related to seating” disclosed by Defendants.  According to the

April 7 disclosures, these documents have been available at Defendants’ counsel’s office since

April.

In addition, Plaintiff seeks to determine whether the May 25 and May 27 e-mail messages

from counsel and MH 00001-59 produced therewith constitute Defendants’ intended complete

response to all of Plaintiffs’ discovery requests to date.  If so, Defendants should withdraw their

Motion for Protective Order.  

This response is evasive and incomplete.
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REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 9. All documents identified in, or
relating to, your responses to the above interrogatories.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Request on grounds that it
seeks information protected from discovery by the attorney-client privilege
and the attorney work-product doctrine. Subject to and without waiving the
foregoing objection, Defendants state as follows: See documents produced by
defendants in response to Request For Production No. 3.

Defendants have not provided a privilege log.  The redacted e-mail correspondence 

produced in response to document request 3 is insufficient for the reasons stated above.

REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 4:  The Raised Seating Areas are not
accessible by a Ramp.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Request on grounds that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence for the reasons set forth in Defendants'
Motion For Protective Order, dated May 13,2011.

REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 5:  The Raised Seating Areas are accessible only by a step o

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Request on grounds that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence for the  reasons set forth in Defendants'
Motion For Protective Order, dated May 13,2011.

There is no  burden in admitting or denying a ramp or steps exist.  Defendants’ motion

for protective order ignores Plaintiff’s claims brought pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 12182(a)(2); 28

C.F.R. § 36.402; ADAAG § 4.1.6.  The requests are also relevant even under Defendants’ theory

that ADAAG § 5.4 “controls” this case.   Defendants have also failed to provide the information

required under Fed. R. Civ. P. 36(a)(4), as requested in Interrogatory 6 identified above.  These

responses are evasive and incomplete.

REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 10: All of the Alterations to the Restaurant Space since you
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RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Request on grounds that is
overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence insofar as it seeks information related to
elements of El Diablo that are not at issue in this case as well as for the
reasons set forth in Defendants' Motion For Protective Order, dated May 13,
2011. Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, Defendants
admit that alterations, since Morreale Hotels' ownership, to the space in
which El Diablo is located, occurred after 2008.

Plaintiff intends that the request be limited to Defendant Morreale Hotels LLC.  The

request asks if “all” alterations were made by Defendant Morreale Hotels through its contractors

after 2008.  The answer is insufficient.  This response is evasive and incomplete.

REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION 14:  The Raised Seating Areas are
not Mezzanines.

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this Request on grounds that it is
overbroad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence for the reasons set forth in Defendants'
Motion For Protective Order, dated May 13,2011. Defendants further object
to this Request on grounds that it calls for a legal conclusion insofar as the
term "mezzanine" has legal connotations.

There is no burden in admitting whether a Mezzanine exists. “Mezzanine” is a defined

term in the ADAAG and in Plaintiff’s requests.  As set forth in the definitions and instructions

section of Plaintiffs’ requests, it means, “That portion of a story which is an intermediate floor

level placed within the story and having occupiable space above and below its floor.”  See also

ADAAG § 3.5.  This Request for Admission simply asks Defendants to answer the factual

question of whether the Raised Seating Areas are portions of a story which is an intermediate

floor level placed within the story and having occupiable space above and below their floors.   In

their Motion for Protective Order, Defendants reference the inaccessible raised seating areas as
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follows:  “A . . . portion of the dining area on the north and the south side of the restaurant . . . is

slightly elevated. Each of these seating areas is approximately one foot off the ground and can be

accessed by one step.”  See Motion for Protective Order at 3-4.  Given this, there is no excuse for

Defendants’ failure to admit the request.  This response is evasive and incomplete.

ARGUMENT

I. Applicable Law

A. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Applicable to Discovery

Plaintiff may obtain discovery “regarding any nonprivileged matter that is relevant to any

party’s claim or defense--including the existence, description, nature, custody, condition, and

location of any documents or other tangible things and the identity and location of persons who

know of any discoverable matter.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1).   For good cause, the court may

order discovery of any matter relevant to the subject matter involved in the action.  Id.  Relevant

information need not be admissible at the trial if the discovery appears reasonably calculated to

lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.  Id.

Interrogatories and requests for production of documents may relate to any matter that

may be inquired into under and is within the scope of Rule 26(b).  Fed. R. Civ. P. 33(a)(2) &

34(a).  In addition,  “[a]n interrogatory is not objectionable merely because it asks for an opinion

or contention that relates to fact or the application of law to fact.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 33(a)(2).

Similarly, “[a] party may serve on any other party a written request to admit, for purposes

of the pending action only, the truth of any matters within the scope of Rule 26(b)(1).”  Fed. R.

Civ. P. 36(a)(1).  “If a matter is not admitted, the answer must specifically deny it or state in
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detail why the answering party cannot truthfully admit or deny it.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 36(a)(4).   A

denial must fairly respond to the substance of the matter[.]” Id.  The grounds for objecting to a

request for admission must be stated.  Fed. R. Civ. P. 36(a)(5).  “A party must not object solely

on the ground that the request presents a genuine issue for trial.”   Id.

B. Legal Basis for Plaintiff’s Claims

Plaintiff claims Defendants violated and continue to violate the ADA in two distinct

ways: (1) By making alterations to the restaurant that created inaccessible barriers to customers

who use wheelchairs, e.g., raised seating platforms accessible only by stairs, raised fixed tables

too high for wheelchair users to access; and (2) by operating the restaurant in a way that denies

customers who use wheelchairs access to accessible seating, e.g., having nearly all high tables in

what Defendants call the “street level” of the restaurant, providing only two lower tables at the

street level, and having a seating policy that would cause wheelchair users to have to wait for a

table.  

Alterations must be made “in such a manner that, to the maximum extent feasible, the

altered portions of the facility are readily accessible to and usable by individuals with

disabilities, including individuals who use wheelchairs.”  42 U.S.C. § 12183(a)(2); 28 C.F.R. §

36.402; ADAAG § 4.1.6.  When any part of a building or facility is altered, that part -- whatever

is altered  -- must be completely accessible to individuals who use wheelchairs.  ADAAG §

4.1.6:

(a) No alteration shall be undertaken which decreases or has the effect of
decreasing accessibility or usability of a building or facility below the
requirements for new construction at the time of alteration.
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(b) If existing elements, spaces, or common areas are altered, then each such
altered element, space, feature, or area shall comply with the applicable
provisions of 4.1.1 to 4.1.3 Minimum Requirements (for New Construction) . . . .

(c) If alterations of single elements, when considered together, amount to an
alteration of a room or space in a building or facility, the entire space shall be
made accessible. 

In addition to requiring that Defendants make all physical alterations to their restaurant

so that the altered areas are accessible to customers who use wheelchairs, Title III of the ADA

prohibits discrimination in the way Defendants operate their restaurant.  The ADA prohibits “on

the basis of disability in the full and equal enjoyment of [Defendants’] goods, services, facilities,

privileges, advantages, or accommodations.”  42 U.S.C. § 12182(a) (emphasis added).  The

ADA requires that services for individuals with disabilities be provided in the “most integrated

setting” and prohibits, inter alia, providing separate, unequal accommodations.  42 U.S.C. §§

12182(b)(1) & (2).  Partial, segregated access for customers who use wheelchairs violates the

statutory language of the ADA.

Plaintiff claims Defendants operate their restaurant in a way that gives all customers,

except wheelchair users, access to all seating areas in the restaurant.  Those who use

wheelchairs, however, are relegated to two tables that are not at bar stool height, must be lifted in

their wheelchairs or carried up platforms, or, apparently, must wait until management decides to

rearrange tables so they can have a place to sit.4  None of these options provides customers who

use wheelchairs the “full and equal” enjoyment of the restaurant, particularly on a crowded

4  These seating “options” were raised in the Declaration of Jesse Morreale and the
attached “seating policy” filed in connection with Defendants’ Motion for Protective Order.  
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Friday evening after work.

Plaintiff’s Response to Defendants’ Motion for Protective Order also addresses Plaintiff’s

claims in this case in detail.  The arguments made in that response are applicable to and are

incorporated in this Motion.  As explained in that response, Defendants’ singular and misplaced

reliance on ADAAG § 5.4 does not provide a basis for denying Plaintiff the requested discovery.

II. Defendants’ objections must be overruled.

“When a party files a motion to compel and asks the Court to overrule certain objections,

the objecting party must specifically show in its response to the motion to compel how each

request for production or interrogatory is objectionable.”  S.E.C. v. Fuhlendorf, No. 10-cv-

01691, 2010 WL 3547951, at *2 (D. Colo. Sept. 7, 2010) (citing Sonnino v. Univ. of Kan. Hosp.

Auth., 221 F.R.D. 661, 670-71 (D. Kan.2004)).    See also Klesch & Co. Ltd. v. Liberty Media

Corp., 217 F.R.D. 517, 524 (D. Colo. 2003) (“An objecting party cannot sustain this burden with

boilerplate claims that the requested discovery is oppressive, burdensome or harassing.”).  

“Objections initially raised but not relied upon in response to the motion to compel will be

deemed abandoned.”  Cardenas v. Dorel Juvenile Grp., Inc., 232 F.R.D. 377, 380 n. 15 (D. Kan.

2005) (citing Sonnino, 220 F.R.D. at 641); Cotracom Commodity Trading Co. v. Seaboard

Corp., 189 F.R.D. 655, 662 (D. Kan. 1999).   See also Kellar v. U.S. Dept. Of Veteran Affairs,

No. 08-cv-00761, 2008 WL 4716893, at *1 (D. Colo. Oct. 22, 2008) (“failure to raise an

objection in the response to a motion to compel will be deemed a waiver of that objection.”).

A. “Unduly Burdensome”

Defendants object to Interrogatories 1-3 and 6-11, Requests for Production 2-8, and
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Requests for Admission 4, 5, 10, and 14  as unduly burdensome. As the party asserting the

objection, Defendants have “the burden to show facts justifying [their] objection by

demonstrating that the time or expense involved in responding to requested discovery is unduly

burdensome.”  G.D. v. Monarch Plastic Surgery, No. 06-2184-CM, 2007 WL 201150, at *2 (D.

Kan. Jan. 22, 2007) (quoting Horizon Holdings, L.L. C. v. Genmar Holdings, Inc., 209 F.R.D.

208, 213 (D. Kan.2002)).  Additionally, Defendants have the burden to show “not only undue

burden or expense, but that the burden or expense is unreasonable in light of the benefits to be

secured from the discovery.”  Heartland Surgical Specialty Hosp. v. Midwest Div., Inc., No.

05-2164-MLB, 2007 WL 3171768, at *2 (D. Kan. Oct. 29, 2007) (quoting Cardenas, 232 F.R.D.

at 380).  This imposes an obligation “to provide sufficient detail in terms of time, money and

procedure required to produce the requested documents,” G.D., 2007 WL 201150, at *2 (quoting

Horizon Holdings, L .L. C., 209 F.R.D. at 213), and the objection must contain a factual basis for

the claim.  Barnes v. Akal Sec., Inc., No. 04-1350-WEB, 2005 WL 3359717, at *2 (D. Kan. Dec.

9, 2005).  Defendants can hardly argue answering the requested interrogatories are unduly

burdensome and need to provide more than just counsel’s unsupported objection to assert burden

as a reason for withholding the requested information.

B. “Legal Conclusion”

Defendants object to Interrogatories 1 and 4 and Request for Admission 14 on the

grounds that the requests “call for a legal conclusion.”  It is not proper to object on the grounds

that an interrogatory “asks for an opinion or contention that relates to fact or the application of

law to fact . . . .” Fed. R. Civ. P. 33(a)(2).  With respect to Request for Admission 14,
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Defendants’ object and refuse to admit the raised seating platforms are not mezzanines, claiming

the word “mezzanine” requires arriving at a legal conclusion.  In the instructions and definitions

section of Plaintiff’s discovery requests, Plaintiff defined “Mezzanine” as it is under the ADA,

meaning “[t]hat portion of a story which is an intermediate floor level placed within the story

and having occupiable space above and below its floor.”   See 28 C.F.R., pt. 36, app. D

(“ADAAG”) § 3.5.  Atchison v. Saddleback Metropolitan District,  Civil Action No.

08-cv-00564-WDM-KLM., 2008 WL 4681915, at *4 & *5 (D. Colo. Oct. 21, 2008) (a request

seeking a simple “yes or no” response to a factual question, not a legal opinion, is not

objectionable).

C. “Privilege” and “Work Product Doctrine”

Defendants object to and withhold discovery asserting claims of attorney-client privilege

and work product doctrine regarding Interrogatories 1, 3 and 4, and Requests for Production of

Documents 1, 3, 6, 7 and 8.  Defendants have not complied with and have not provided any of

the information required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)(5).  

“A party resisting discovery based on a privilege has the burden of establishing that the

privilege applies.”  Zander v. Craig Hosp., Civil Action No. 09-cv-02121-KHV-BNB, 2011 WL

834190 *4 (D. Colo. Mar. 4, 2011) (citing Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. v. West, 748 F.2d 540,

542 (10th Cir. 1984); Lee v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 249 F.R.D. 662, 683 (D. Colo.

2008); Colorado v. Schmidt-Tiago Construction Co., 108 F.R.D. 731, 734 (D. Colo. 1985). 

Under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(5)(A), when a party withholds documents based on a claim of

privilege, the party must “expressly make the claim” and “describe the nature of the documents .
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. .  and do so in a manner that, without revealing information itself privileged or protected, will

enable other parties to assess the claim.”  Lee, 249 F.R.D. at 683.   

This ordinarily is accomplished through a privilege log.  A privilege log is sufficient if it

describes in detail the documents sought to be withheld and provides the precise reasons

supporting the claim of privilege.  Zander at *4 (citing Hill v. McHenry, No. CIV.A.

99-2026-CM, 2002 WL 598331 *2 (D. Kan. Apr. 10, 2002).  The information provided must be

sufficient to enable opposing parties and the court to determine whether each element of the

asserted privilege is satisfied; a blanket claim of the asserted privilege does not satisfy the

burden of proof.  Id.  With respect to documents, generally, a privilege log is adequate if it

identifies with particularity the documents withheld, including their date of creation, author, title

or caption, addressee and each recipient, and general nature or purpose for creation.  Id.

Defendants have waived any claim of privilege as to these responses and must turn over

responsive information and documents.  Lee at 683 (failure to comply with this rule results in a

waiver of the claims of privilege); Atteberry v. Longmont United Hosp., 221 F.R.D. 644, 649 (D.

Colo. 2004) (failure to produce a privilege log or production of an inadequate privilege log may

be deemed a waiver of the privilege asserted); Pham v. Hartford Fire Insurance Company, 193

F.R.D. 659, 662 (D. Colo. 2000) (same); see also, Sonnino v. University of Kansas Hosp.

Authority, 221 F.R.D. 661, 668-69 (D. Kan. 2004) (“It is well settled that when a party withholds

documents or other information based on a privilege or work product immunity, the ‘party shall

make the claim expressly and shall describe the nature of the documents, communications, or

things not produced or disclosed in a manner that, without revealing information itself privileged
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or protected, will enable other parties to assess the applicability of the privilege or protection.”).

Defendants have waived any claim to privilege and cannot withhold discovery on that

basis.

III. Defendant must provide responsive information and documents based on their
incomplete, non-responsive answers.

The party moving to compel discovery must prove that the opposing party’s answers are

incomplete.  Bayview Loan Servicing, LLC v. Boland, 259 F.R.D. 516, 518 (D. Colo. 2009)

(citing  Daiflon Inc. v. Allied Chemical Corp., 534 F.2d 221, 227 (10th Cir. 1976); Equal Rights

Ctr. v. Post Props., 246 F.R.D. 29, 32 (D.D.C. 2007).  “[A]n evasive or incomplete disclosure,

answer, or response must be treated as a failure to disclose, answer, or respond.”  Fed. R. Civ. P.

37(a)(4).  As set forth above, Defendants’ responses are incomplete and evasive and must be

treated as a failure to respond.

CONCLUSION

Plaintiff respectfully requests this Court order Defendants to provide all responses and

documents as set forth in the attached proposed order.
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Dated: June 6, 2011 Respectfully submitted,

COLORADO CROSS-DISABILITY COALITION
LEGAL PROGRAM

 /s/ Kevin W. Williams                                             
Kevin W. Williams
Andrew C. Montoya

                                         
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on June 6, 2011, a copy of the foregoing document was served
pursuant to the Scheduling Order, via e-mail only, on the following:

Philip L. Gordon,
Jack D. Patten, III
pgordon@littler.com
jpatten@littler.com

 /s/ Kevin W. Williams                                           
Kevin W. Williams, Legal Program Director
Colorado Cross-Disability Coalition
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